
How can I change the order of books in the book li
Posted by Adamowicz - 2020/02/03 08:40
_____________________________________

Hello

I have over 99 books in one of the categories. They are ordered in order from 1 to 99. I missed 56 book that I added last.
It disturbed me because it's now 1:99 and 56 at the top of the book list. How can I move book number 56 to position 56
on the list?

Regards
Mariusz

============================================================================

Re:How can I change the order of books in the book li
Posted by admin - 2020/02/03 18:30
_____________________________________

Hello,

The extension can sort books by book name and creation date in ascending/descending order. Open "Options" tab on
"ARI Smart Book -> Category" menu item configuration to configure sorting:

 http://www.ari-soft.com/images/fbfiles/images/book-4bff32e44c9ca3cd7572d144af6a04cf.jpg 

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:How can I change the order of books in the book li
Posted by Adamowicz - 2020/02/04 10:40
_____________________________________

Hello,

Unfortunately, this option does not work as I would expect. For books entered sequentially or, e.g. from number 1,2,3 ...
33, these options work correctly. Depending on the options selected, the numbering is as above or from the highest
value to the lowest.
The problem begins with books added in a different order, i.e. 1,2,4,3,5,6,9,7,8. Then no Sort by or Sort direction
combination puts the books in order as I mentioned earlier.

Regards,
Mariusz

============================================================================

Re:How can I change the order of books in the book li
Posted by admin - 2020/02/04 19:02
_____________________________________

Could you provide a link to a page where the problem occurs and send a screenshot of "Options" tab from menu item
settings?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:How can I change the order of books in the book li
Posted by Adamowicz - 2020/02/05 08:00
_____________________________________

Hello,
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The desired way to display magazines is this:
Link1

I get it when there are the following settings:
Link2

and magazines are added sequentially, i.e. nr1, nr2, nr3 ... etc.

When magazines are not added sequentially (very often for reasons beyond my control) they display as follows:
Link3

----
Change the display method to this:
Link4

causes those that displayed correctly - they are not, while those that were not - display correctly.
Link5
Link6

How to solve this problem ? Is there any way for both to display correctly?

Regards,
Mariusz

============================================================================
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